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A few days before Yom HaKippurim, someone called me on the phone and asked what I 

thought about the language in a particular Mishna in Tractate Ta’anit. I replied, “Before we think 

about an explanation, are you sure that the Mishna says that?” I didn’t remember the inclusion 

of the specific phrase that he asked about.  It sounded so strange and, at first glance, just 

doesn’t seem to make any sense to me. But sure enough, once I looked it up, the text was just as 

the caller said: 

Mishna Ta’anit 4:8 

R. Shimon ben Gamliel said: There never were in Israel greater days of joy than 

the 15th of Av and Yom HaKippurim. On these days the daughters of 

Yerushalayim used to walk out in white garments which they borrowed in order 

not to put to shame anyone who had none…The daughters of Yerushalayim 

came out and danced in the vineyards exclaiming at the same time, “Young 

man! Lift up your eyes and see what you choose for yourself. Do not set your 

eyes on beauty, but set your eyes on good family. (Mishlei 31:30)”Grace is 

deceitful and beauty is vain; but a woman that fears the Lord, she shall be 

praised.” And if further says, (Ibid. 31) “Give her the fruit of her hands; and let 

her works praise her in the gates.” Likewise it says, (Shir HaShirim 3:11) “Go 

forth, daughters of Zion, and gaze upon Shlomo HaMelech, even upon the 

crown wherewith his mother has crowned him on the day of his wedding, and in 

the day of the gladness of his heart.” “On the day of his wedding”—this refers to 

the day of the Giving of the law; “And in the day of the gladness in his heart”—

this refers to the building of the Temple, may ti be rebuilt speedily in our days.  

It’s one thing to say that the 15th of  Av, coming on the heels of the Three Weeks and Tisha B’Av 

is a Jewish form of Sadie Hawkin’s day, but Yom HaKippurim as well?  Isn’t this supposed to be a 

day associated with repentance, afflictions of the body, impressive and moving ritual in the 

Temple, intended to achieve collective and personal atonement—when we aspire to become, at 

least for a day, Malachim, angels? Do angels spend time looking for Shidduchim? How would 

young women dancing in the fields, looking to attract suiters, fit into the spirit of the day?  

 

When my caller and I pursued an explanation for this curious idea, we came across an 

essay by Rav Yaakov Nagen, a RaM at the Hesder Yeshiva Otniel, entitled, “Yom HaKippurim: 

Chag HaAhava”1 in which the author explains how such a practice is “Davka”  quite 

complementary to Yom HaKippurim:  

 

                                                           
1
 http://www.otniel.org/show.asp?id=54853  

http://www.otniel.org/show.asp?id=54853
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1) When the Kohen Gadol would enter the Holy of Holies, he would wear only white 

clothing, just as the women described in the Mishna wore white clothing.  

 

2) What would the High Priest see atop the Holy Ark upon entering? Two Cherubs, 

which, according to the Gemora in Yoma 54a,2 would appear to be entwined as a 

husband and wife, one cherub representing the Jewish people, and the other 

symbolizing HaShem.  

 

3) The Mishna’s proof text comes from Shir HaShirim, discussing Shlomo HaMelech’s 

wedding and the day of his great joy.  Dancing is certainly part and parcel of a Jewish 

wedding. 

 

4)  According to the Mishna, it is as if on Yom HaKippurim we wish to actualize the 

descriptions in Shir HaShirim so that they take place not only on T’U B’Av, when 

literally we hope to pair off young men and women as a means to physically recover 

after a period of destruction and mourning, but on Yom HaKippurim as well,  

when it is Am Yisrael who is marrying, or should we more accurately say“remarrying” 

HaKadosh Baruch Huh, as it were. We are the ones who are dancing before God, as it 

were, asking Him to consider not our deeds, which are less than commendable, but 

rather our origins, the Forefathers and Foremothers.  

 

The idea that Yom HaKippurim is to be viewed as a figurative second marriage between 

HaShem and the Jewish people, is also referenced in the Mishna in Ta’anit,  when it explains 

that the reference to the wedding in Shir HaShirim could represent the receiving of the Tora on 

Sinai— 

many symbols of weddings in general are actually based upon the Kabbalat HaTora 

experience— 

a)  HaShem was the Chatan who walks down the aisle first, just as God Came to 

the mountain first,3  

b)  Bnai Yisrael was the Kalla who arrives second,4  

c)  Moshe was the Mesader Kiddushin,  

d)  The custom to carry candles as they march down the aisle  is said to be  

reminiscent of the lightning bolts on that morning,5  

                                                           
2 R. Kattina said: Whenever Israel came up to the Festival, the curtain would be removed for them 

and the Cherubim were shown to them, whose bodies were intertwisted with one another, and they 
would be thus addressed: Look! You are beloved before God as the love between man and woman. 
3
 Shemot 19:16 “And it came to pass on the third day, when it was morning, that there were thunders and 

lightnings and a thick cloud upon the mount, and the voice of a horn exceeding loud; and all the people 

that were in the camp trembled.”—the various phenomena indicated that HaShem was already on the 

mountain. 
4
 Ibid. 17 “And Moshe brought forth the people out of the camp to meet God; and they stood at the 

nether part of the mount.”  
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e) The Tablets were the Ketuba,  

f)  The mountain suspended over everyone’s head was the Chuppa.6  

 

and alas, the Ketuba was torn up,7 as it were, when Moshe saw the Jews’ unfaithfulness when 

they worshipped  the Golden Calf in his absence. And when did he come down from Sinai with 

the Second Luchot, bringing with him a “new Ketuba” in essence? Rabbinic tradition asserts that 

this took place on Yom HaKippurim.8  That original Yom Kippur demonstrated that God had 

Taken us back, Given us a second chance, Offered forgiveness and atonement in order to renew 

the special relationship that He Enjoyed with us communally as a people, and each of us as 

individuals.  

 

But we no longer have, at least for now, the Beit HaMikdash, the Kodesh Kodashim, the 

Kohen Gadol, the Korbanot, or even the girls dancing in white in the fields, and all we can do 

with regard to the ancient rituals associated with Yom HaKippurim is replay it all in our minds,  

as we recite and even act out, the Temple Service during the repetition by the Shliach Tzibbur of 

Mussaf.  But on the spiritual level, Yom HaKippurim each year continues to be an opportunity 

for us to “remarry God” as it were. During each passing year, each of us on his or her own level,  

has become estranged to some degree from our Beloved, with a capital “B”. Some point out 

that the letters in the name of the month preceding Tishrei,  “Elul”-- Alef, Lamed, Vav, Lamed--  

should be thought of as representing Ani LeDodi VeDodi Lee, a call to restore a deep 

relationship that once was, but has subsequently been lost for all sorts of reasons.  

 

Yom HaKippurim is then a time for reconciliation, a recommitment ceremony, when we 

are offering up an earnest plea that if only we would be taken back by HaShem, we will try to be 

more faithful, consistent, dependable during the ensuing year. When we stirringly proclaim 

before each of the confessionals,  

 

We are Your Faithful and You are our Beloved…  

  We are the one spoken for You, and You are the One Spoken for us… 

  

rather than stating a given fact, we are expressing our hopes and aspirations. 

 

During Elul, the Shofar was blown each morning.  This was followed up on Rosh 

HaShana, when we listened to 100 blasts of the Shofar, all intended to try  to snap us out of our 

respective reveries of thinking more about our individual lives and mundane responsibilities, 

                                                                                                                                                                             
5
 Ibid. 16 (see fn. 3). 

6
 Ibid. 17 (see fn. 4). 

7
 Ibid. 32:19 “And it came to pass, as soon as he came nigh unto the camp, that he saw the calf and the 

dancing; and Moses' anger waxed hot, and he cast the tables out of his hands, and broke them beneath 

the mount.”  
8
 See RaShI on Devarim 9:18. 
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than our frayed marriage relationship with God, that is in need of serious repair and 

reconciliation. We had a minor fast day, several days of Selichot, additions to the Amida, extra 

Tehillim,  Avinu Malkeinu, all intended to impress upon us how our erstwhile Beloved is Judging 

us, trying to decide whether we are worth caring about, and that we should engage in doing 

Teshuva and asking God for forgiveness so that He hopefully will Take us back.  

 

And now that we are well into the day of  Yom HaKippurim , if the cumulative Aseret 

Yemai Teshuva experience has had any sort of positive spiritual effect upon us, there are three 

verses in TaNaCh that should be resonating deeply within each of our souls at this moment. 

 

1) In Devarim  4:29, Moshe describes how exile and persecution, in effect separation, 

alienation and estrangement, will inevitably and hopefully lead to the following:  

 

“But from thence ‘U’Bikashtem’ (ye will seek) the LORD thy God; and thou 

shalt find Him, if ‘Tidereshnu’ (thou search after Him) with all thy heart and 

with all thy soul.”  

 

On Yom Kippur, with all of our hearts and souls, we  desire reconciliation, and we call 

out to God to hopefully restore us to our previous position  of His Chosen Ones, His 

truly Beloved. 

 

2)  Several hundred years after Moshe, David HaMelech, in Tehillim 105:4, mentions the 

same two verbs, “Bakasha” and “Derisha” that Moshe used, albeit in reverse order, 

when describing what we should be doing.  

  

“’Dirshu’ (Search ye) the LORD and His Strength; ‘Bakshu’ (seek) His Face 

continually.”  

 

To maintain the freshness in a relationship, each person must make the other  

the focal point of his life, to look out for him or her, to be mindful of their partner’s 

needs and expectations. 

 

3) Finally, Yeshayahu ratifies both Moshe and David’s notion, but substitutes a third 

verb, “Kriya”, instead of “Bakasha”, as well as suggests that if we would only bother 

to look in a concerted fashion, HaShem could be relatively easily found, when the 

prophet says:  

 

“’Dirshu’ (Search ye) the LORD while/where He may be Found, ‘Koreihu’ (call ye) 

upon Him while He is Near.”  

We have to try to be ever-mindful of our significant other’s presence, and literally 

seek him or her out in order to talk and otherwise communicate with him or her 

whenever we can.   
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The grand metaphor being suggested by the Mishna in Ta’anit  is that the entire 

Penitential period, beginning with Rosh Chodesh Elul, is an extended opportunity of “marriage 

therapy” as it were, seeking to kick-start and refresh our feelings for HaShem, and His for us.  

But in order for the relationship to really be renewed, we have to ask for forgiveness for past 

affronts and oversights, we have to consciously be thinking of and seeking out HaShem’s 

Presence in all that we do, and we have to be communicating with HaShem, directly and 

regularly in the Mekomot Kedusha (holy places) where He is most likely to be encountered.  

 

Will we be successful in our quest to be reunited with HaShem?  Will we celebrate at 

the end of Yom HaKippurim, by not only singing “LeShana HaBa’a BiYerushalayim”, but also 

“Ohd Yeshama BeAurai Yehuda”?  

 

The Beloved is awaiting our protestations of love, devotion and reconciliation. Let us not 

disappoint Him or ourselves, and do what it takes to get back in His Good Graces. 

 

Yizkor:  

 

Whereas we strongly believe that our this-worldly relationship with HaShem never has 

to end as long as we are conscious and sensate, how awful it is when our personal deepest 

relationships with other people are rent asunder because of our inherent mortality and 

vulnerability. Each year, many suffer difficult losses that shatter their equilibrium and resolve. 

This past year in particular, a number of people about whom we very much cared about, are so 

regrettably no longer with us. The human condition is such that there is little that we can say or 

do that can fully restore these individuals and the relationships that we were so fortunate to 

have with them. Yet the memories of their relationships with us, their love for us and ours for 

them,their inspiring examples in so many aspects of life, can live on with us to the extent that 

we make the effort that this be so.  To me, this is the point of Yizkor, and we should treasure the 

opportunity that Yizkor affords us to remember, reflect, appreciate and be inspired.  

 

But we should keep in mind that just as the importance of maintaining our love 

relationships with people and with God is driven home by the Yom Kippur experience, it should 

be obvious that it is not confined to this one day each year. So too Yizkor,  while being called on 

to remember dear ones on the occasion of the various Chaggim by lighting candles and reciting 

prayers assures that we will at least periodically  recall those who played such a major role in 

our lives, we would hope that these specific days of Yizkor serve as reminders of a state of mind 

that we should try to maintain throughout the year and thereby keep alive in our minds and 

thoughts all of these precious souls.  May their memories be for a blessing. 

 


